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CRAPTER I

TH:E PROBLEM
This study grew out of a conviction tlla t there is a
need for a critical examination of the factors wllieh combine
to make a successful and efficient secondary school prin...
cipal in the educational system of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church.

These factors should include the edu.cational. and

religious backg.roum of the principal and his preparation.,
attitudes, and abilities to cope with administrative and
disciplinary problema.

'!'hey would also include the require-

menta of the job, both in a general sense as applied to
educational administration; tl.nd s.peci fie ally as appliea to
administration of education in Seventh-day Mventiat schools.
What are the major responsibilities of Seventh-day
Adventist secolli ary school principals and how a.re they
qualified to meet these responsibilities?

The solution to

this problem involves the a;1swering of a two-fold question.
-The-lmmediate objectives in answering this question will be
an investigation of how the ideals and objectives of
Seventh-day M.ventist education ai'feot the work of the principal, the determination of wh.a t personal and educational
standards must be met by Seventh-day Advent 1st principals,
and a survey of t.l:P qualifications of principals coupled

2

with a job analysis to indicate weaknesses in present per"
sonnel, suggest areas for

inse.r~ioe

training, end offer

valuable information for too training of future personnel,
'rhe ultimate objective of course is to place such intorma..,

tion su:rtioiently summarized and analyzed in the hands of
educators so as to aid in a better understamiug of the
achievements and problems of

~)eventh.. dey

Adventist sohool

principals and to aid in the improullli3nt of inst rue ti. onal
and administrative training and efficiency.
With tba se ends in view, the problem has been
approached by a two-pronged attaok.

First it was necessary

to determine the objectives and requirellli3nts to be met by
Seventh-day .Adventist secondary school pri noipals.
Naturally, many of tba se would d up lie ate :similar objectives
and req_uirema.nt:s of public school administrators.

'l'here-

fore, in the preparation or a sui table questi onna.ire that
would adequately survey the field of investigation, it was
necessary to consult various authorities on public :school
adlllimstratn>n~-

However, ~tooYe-ariooJeetl ves, problems,

and duties that are unique to priva.te parochial schools that
are not present in the corresponding public school Siutation,
and this is partiou larly true of tile seventh-day Adventist
educational system.

Thus it was necessary to consult educa-

tional and related literature of the seventh-day Adventist

3
ohuroh to determine ideals and standards as well as the
mores of the. students whioh would affeot the administration

ot an effective. educational program.
'J~he

second phase of' the attack was oonoerll$d with the

seleotion and investigation of a group of suooesstul
Seventh-day Adventist school pr1: nei pals. · '!'he group was
limited to Seventh•day Adventist seoond.ary IHlhools in the
west~rn

area of tlls United States eompr:l. sing Oali forn!a,

Al'.'ioona, Nevada, Utah,· Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Montana,
and Hawaii, in order t.o obtain a more homogeneous sam.pling.
The· principal of eaoh sohool in this group was sent a
detailed questionnaire designed to obtain speoifio information on personal qualifications, educational baokgro und, and
professional

~xparienoe,

as well as major and minor·

responsibilities.
The solution of 'lne problem is to be accomplished
subsequently by the correlation of the results from the two
parts of the investigation.

A tabulation has been made of'

resporu!ffii.litiesand duties as determined by the general
educational aims and objectives, specific school plant and
personnel factors, and an analysis made of abilities and
preparation that would qualify administrators to meet those
-"'

responsibilities.
Chapter II is concerned vt th a gell$ral discussion of

4

the obJectives of Christian ed.uaation and a speoi:t'io discussion of the ftuldamental concepts or the Seventh-day Adventist
church as theY are relat9ld. to education.
Chapter III discusses the basic personal qua.lifloations of a school adl'llinistrator.

The views· of leadi.ng

public educators han bean summ.ari zed; as well as tholila of
religious edUcators, to present as complete a picture as
possible of the essentials in charaotal', oo.nduot 0 ability,
and trai.ning of the idul soh ool adlllinistratol'.

Also, an

analysis is made or tlla importance and s oo pe or the Job; in
other words • the pla.oe of the administrator in the community,
in the ohuroh, and in the lives of indiViduals.

Chapter III also deals with the speoifio requirera.ents
of a Seventh.. day Advllntist seconda.t'y school principal as outlined in the

E~>ducational

literatlll'e of the church as well

IIU!I

those requirements taken trom various secular authorlil on the
subject.

This includes a discussion of how the principal

fits into the organization of the educational departmeut and
-~---wh-at--his

va.r1-ous-duties-a.t:•e--a:s-a:zn:fxe(fut1ve-ncthesohooi

system and as a sp:l.ri tual leader in the ohuroh.
Chapter IV and Chapter

v·

tion, sU!lllll.a.ry, end analysis of

are concerned with a tlilt>ula~e

queatio.nn.air e data.

Chapter VI oontai.ns oonolusiona ·and reooJlllllendations
for the 1mproven»nt of the adl'llinistra:t!ve personnel and

5
suggestions tor rurthe r research.
A copy of' tile questi on.naire, letters of' transmittal,
and a list of' principals participating in the survey are
found in the appendioes.l

--~------

CHAPTER II

THE OBJECTIVES OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
IN

SEVENTH~DAY

ADVENTIST SCHOOLS

It would seem both appropriate and essential to
consider some of the basic objectives o:f Christian education as interpreted by Seventh-day Adventists.

This will

be used as a prelude to an. analysis of the admi.oistrative
duties and qualifications of those who are to achieve these
objeoti ves.

As

scurce material, the writer has used the

official educational publication o:f the church, and various
books which are accepted by the cb.ur oh as expounding the
fundamental principles of its educ a.tiona.l philosophy.
Schools owe their existence to the need for carefully
arranged opportunities for the learning experience,
shared by teacl'.e rs and. stld ent s, and based on a
recognized philosoph{ or education and a set of
accepted objectives.
Reynolds goes on to say that
There are peculiar to Christianity certain basic pl'in..
and truths, attitudes, appreciations, ani ideals
wliHlh-gt-ve-ChffisUan-eduoati.-ona -unique philosophy. Its
basic concept is the perfectabili ty of man.Z

----~oiples.

"The harmonious development of the physical, mental, and

lKeld J. Reynolds, "Why Seventh-day Adventists
Conduct Schools," The Journal of True Eduoati on., XVI,
(June, 1954), P• 4-;·
2Ibid •, P• 4 •

-

7
spiritual powers,--thl.s is the object or education, the
great object of life ... J

What are some or the important

objectives by which this perfection is to be accomplished?
The following nine obJectives of Christian education
as interpreted by Seventh-day .Adventists are taken from an
editorial appearing in The Journal

.e.! True Education.!+ This

article is an outline study in Christian education from the
writings of E. G, White.
The first object1ve5 is the search for purity of
character and nobility or purpose.
To bring man baok into harmony with God, so to elevate
and ennoble his moral nature that he may again reflect
the image of the Creator, is the great purpose of all
the education and discipline of life.6
Christian schools have a unique advantage in this through
religion.

"If education is to satisfy the basic .needs of

people it must i.nolude religion.

Systems of education must

3E. G. White, Edooation (Mountain View, Oalitur.n1a:
PacU1c Press Publishing Association, 1903), PP• 13, 16.
t

"Straight from the Blueprint," 'l'lll
True Education, XVI, (December 1953), pp. 6-19,

- - - - - - - ---- - - - -

~---------,.Editorial,

Journal

28.

.e.!

-

~., P• 16.

6E. G. White, CounselS to Parents; Teachers and
students (Mountain View, California: Paoiilc 'Pressl?ii'blishlng Association, 1943}, pp. 46, 47,

seek to touch the whole man."?

Reynolds further comment~

that "state syste.ms are sometimes lim! ted to common denom•
inators which serve the general welfare, but which neither
ot'fend nor serve minority groups ... s He observes that a
church can go beyond this in educati.ng for Christian cithe.nship.

''It takes religion to make a man whole, and it takes

religion to give Vlb.oleness to a system of eduoation."9
Granted that tb.e Bible, and it alone, is f1 tted to
furnish 'the habitual vision of greatness• fo.r Christian
education, what then? It is all very well to extoll the
Scripture,s. But more is needed. TheY must be put to
work. If we ask what place the Bible should have i.n a
Christian school, only one logical answer is possible.
It must have tb.e first place. Here we are drawn to use
a familiar educational term and to say that the 'core
curriculum.' of ooy system of Christian eduoati on must be
Biblical. By this we mean rot just courses in Bible
superimposed upon a secular curriculum, but "the study ot
the Bible in vital union with the essential general
studies and indeed wi tb. all of learning. The oentral.lty
of the Bible in Chr iati an eduo ati on is organio. It .not
only fbrms a u.nitying fran8 of reference for every other
subject, it also gives life and power to the mole
curriculum. It is a fructifying, liberating influence,
freeing the mind and heart for the pursuit of truth in
every direction. As such, it is an orienting foroib a
constant reminder that all truth is for a purpose.

7Keld J, Reynolds, "Why Seventh-day Adventists Conduct
Journal .2! 1'.!:1!.!. Education, XVI, No.5 (JWIB,

Schools."~

1954), P• 4·

sru!,.,

P· 4·

9W!,., P• 4·
lOF. E. Gaebelein, "Christian Education in a
Democracy," 'l'b.e Report of the. National Association of Eduoation Commj,ttH. (oxford'uirversity Press, 1951), pp; li9, 120,

9
Seventh~day Adventists very much want their children to
have this Wholeness. There.tbre they maintain a system
ot eduoati on at their own expense through which they
seek tor their children a per~£nal commitment to Jesus
Christ as a personal Saviour.

Against this perspective the sciences, letters, and arts
fall into place.

They are not unimportant, and they are not

ignored, but they must be cemented together by what
Gaebelein oalls a heart curriculum rather than a core
curriculum, if the educated man is to be strong.12
.
From the examination of these references, it can be
""

seen that maximum personal development and integrity are
presented as objectives because of Christian duty rather
than as factors of success.

The outstanding object!. ve

presented here has been the symmetrical development of the
whole person.
"It is not, then, a thin, insignificant line of deme.rcati on between Christian education and public education • .,l)
Maximum persona 1 development and integrity is emphasized as
a Christian duty.

Personal improvement is to be a

endeavor and a planned process.

life~long

Education should seek the

symmetrical development of the Whole person.

llReynolds,

.2.1?· ill••

12Gaebelein, .!22•

ill•,

P• 64.
p. 120.

l)Ri chard Hammi 11, "Our Schools and God's Reform
Message," The Journal.!!!.!!:.!!!. Education, XVIII. No. 5 (June.
1956), P• 4.

10
The second objective of Christian education from the
"Blueprint" is to bring God and man together. 14 E. G. Whi.te
indicates in the following quotation that such education
upholds Ghrist as example and Saviour, and teaches that
salvation is trom God and is not in man.
There must be a power working from within, a new life
from above, before men- can be-· changed~;, The idea that
it is necessary only to develop the faod that exists in
man by nature, is a fatal deception. '
She further comments that "ignorance does not increase
humility or spirituality and that the truths of the divine
word can be best appreciated by an intellectual Christian." 16
Third, Christian education prepares men for a distinctive way of life. 17 It commits men to a set of values
which are divine in origin and designed to produce godliness
in people.

It leads men to an intelligent acquaintance with

God end His word.
As a means of intellectual training, the Bible -is more
effective than any great book, or all other books combined. The greatness of its themes, the dignified
14Editorial, ~· ~·• P• 16.
15E, G. White, rtels .t2 Christ (Washington, D. C.:
Review and Herald Publ sh ng Association, 1908), pp. 20, 21.
-

16E, G. White, Counsels ,!2 Parents, Teachers, and.
Students (Mountain View, California: Pacific Press PUbrishlng Association, 1943), P• 361.
17Editoria1, ~· ~·· p. 17.

ll
sim!)lici ty of its utterances, the beauty of its imag.!iy•
quicken and uplift the thoughts as nothing else can.
It is linked with rl.ghteousness or right living, with
character considered above information and skill; it
does not ignore the value of scientific knowledge or
literary acquirements, but above information it values
!)ower, above power goodness. The world does not so much
need men of great intellect as of' noble character. It
needs men in whom duty is controlled by steadfast
prin oiple .19
FoUl'th, Christian education should produce free men
whose distinguishing characteristics are sound judgment and
the courage to act from conviction. 20 It must prepare young
people for the responsibility of being free moral agents;
the freedom of voluntary choice of right being and right
doing must be the goal.

It should assist the learner to

tnake wise decisions and to stand by them.

Its discipline

must encourage self-direction and selt-oontrol in the
learner so that he thinks and acts from conscientious principle.

It should enlist the understanding and reasoning

power of the learner on the side of right.

It should teach

·-·----tlllft tlieolfjeot or-true diso-ip11ne lathe training for self-

government •

lSE. G. White, Education (Mountain View, Cal1f'ornial
Paoif'io Press Publishing .il.Ssooi ation, 1903) ., p. l/!4.

-

l9rb1d., p. 225.

12
Fifth, Christian eduo a:t1on should impart a seu1se of
l!dssion.2l

The object is service; self~improvement must

have a service motive that the youth may be t1. tted for usefulness, qualified tor places of responsibility in both
private and public life,

It must educate for responsibility

for the practhal duties ot Ute.
Sixth, Christian education must train tor social
lhing. 22

It must seek to instill sound moral principl~s.

It. must promote health of mind and body.

It must cultivate

Christian sociability by mutual contact of minds.
Seventh, the incen t1ves of Christian education must
be personal,.not competitive; 2 l each is to improve his talents
to t.bs utmost • and faithfulness in doing this is entitled to
honor.

It teaches that there is no place tor selfish

rivalry.
Eighth, corrective discipline in Christian education
must be red.emptive, 24- It must seek tor a reformation by
teaching the student to see his fault, enlisting his will,
pointing to pardon, preserving self-respect, and inspiring
hope and confidence.
2lIbid., p. 18.
24-Edi torial, "Straight t.rom the Blueprint," The
Journal .2!1'!.!!!. Education, XVI, ( Febru.ary, 1954), p:-!5.

l)

Ninth, Christian education must reveal God's hliD.d i.n
human affairs. :25

In the word of' God the hista: y of mankind

is seen as a conflict between forces or evil and eternal
truth with the earth and man's mind as the battlefields.
This concept of man's place in history and in his contem.;.
porary world provides 1be Christian with a sense of values,
of security, and

or personal 'i\Orth which no other philosophy

of life can equal.

For adequate presentation through

instruction, it requires a special kind of tea!:lhi.tJg aad. a
special type of administrator.

Snmmar;y
The objectives of Christi an education as interpreted
by Seventh-day Adventists may be swnmarized as .follows;
l.

To promote purity of purpose and nobility

ot

character,
2.

To bring God 8.lld man together,

J.

To prepare fur a d:l.stinc t1 ve way o t life,
courage to act .from ooaviction,

5.

To impart a sense of mission and service,

6.

To train .for social livi.tJg,

1.

To present incentives that are personal but .o.ot

25Re;r.o.olds, ,g.a. cit., P• q..

compe ti tiv e,

s.

To apply corrective ill. scipline that is redemp'I!J.ve,

9·

To reveal God's hand in human at':f'airs.

The high calling of the Christian educator and administrator
is summed up in the following statement:
It oan be understood, then, that those upon whom have
been placed the responsibility for shaping the future
of the church should be living embodiments of the truth,
living Channels of inspiration. It ••• requires a hie;h
degree of professional competence, a gift for making
truth attraoti ve, and a demonstration in habits and life
and mind gf the fruits of the Spirit of Ch.ri stian
oulture. 2

26:Kel d J. Reynolds, "VI'hy Seventh-.d ey Adventists
Conduct Schools," The Journal of True I;!ldgcation, VI, No. 5
(June, 1954), .P. 5 •

CHAPTER III

THE ROLE OF THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST
SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
General Res ponsi bi 11 tie s
The purpose of administration in general is to get
something done.

Vvhen the field of education is considered,

the quest! on may be asked, VJhat is the job to be done by the
educational admillistrator'?

A.

c.

Nelson, until recently

Educational Superintendent of the Pacific Union Conference
of Seventh..day Mve.rt ists, has given a oonci se statement of
this job.
Education is increasingly concerned with more and be'!;ter
teaching preparation, improved methods, better administrative organization, solution of financial problems,
more and. better teaching and learning tools, and
improvement of the students' learning incentives and
environment. All these are the oo.ncern ot the admi.nistrator, and worthy of time and effort, and are essential
to the realization of basic objectives. Yet their true
value is measured by their eontri butioa to the sqbJects
of our educational effort. 1
Regardless of our definition of education,,_"_,t,..h.,..e_ _ _ _ _ __
quantity and d1 varsity of hWllan and material elements
involved is probably unsurpassed in any other enterprise."2

lA. c. Nelson, "The People for Whom We Work," The
Journal.2! Tl'il!l Ed11cat1g.n, XVIII, No.4 (April• l956),·p.
School

1954).

:h

2Grieder, Calvin and William E. Rosenstengel, Publio
~nistration (New York:
The Ronald Press Company,
p.

1.

16
One reason why the job is so complex is that the educational
process it self is so comple :x.

Grieder points out that tl1 is

b.waan element involves children, parents, teachers, citizens,
board members, educational officials; the material elements
include money, buildings, grounds, equipme.11t, supplies,) He
also enumerates factors such as ideas, curricula, courses of
study, methods, pri.!lciples, laws, regulations, and o.ommunity
needs,4
Luther Gulick has listed seve.!l important phases of
school administration.
Planning: working out broad outlines of thi.ogs
to be done and me th.od s to aooomplish them.
2. Organizing: establishing the formal structure
or authority through which work is arranged,
defined, and coordinated for the defined
obJeoti ve.
3· Staffing: the v.hole fuMtion of bringing in and
training the staff and maintaining favorable
oondi tions of work.
4. Directing: the task of making decisions and
embodyi.og them in specific and general orders
and instructions.
;. Coordinating: the interrelati.ng of various
aspects of the work.
6. Reporting: keeping oneself, one's superiors, and
_ _ onEj_'S~U.~Q:t'<i.i~Jij;_~fi._i~f_o1'md_thr.o_ugh_r_e_co_l'ds, _ _ _ _ __
research, and inspection.
7· Budgeti.ng: fiscal planning, accounting, and
control. 5
1.

3Ibid., P• Sl.
5Luther Gulick, "Notes on the Theory of Organization,"
Papers on the Science of ~ministration, (New York Institute
of Pul>liC Ad.m1il.istrat10ii, 937), p. 13.
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These seven activities have been further condensed by
Grieder and Hosenstengel into "planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, and controlling.''6

Edmonson, Roemer, and

Bacon have organized an out line o.f administrative duties
under four main headings,
l.

2.

3.
4,

Problems of organization: selection and administration of teaching staff; selection and
administration of administrative assistants,
admi.rd. strati on of the school plant, office
organization, aocounting-eduoa;ional, accounting-business, school schedule.
Problems of pu.pil personnel: discipline,
·
guidance and counselling, health, student
organizations, coordinating extra-curricular
aotivitleft, school citizenship, student
learning.
·
Improve.m n·t of instruction: curri culwn,
selection of instructiQnal materials, supervial on of instruction. ':1
Problems of school relationships: community and
public relations, eva1~5tion and aoorediting,
college relationships.

These summaries give a picture of the general responsibilities that the school principal would encounter in both
public and parochial education.
complexity of the task,

'rhey show the diversity and

Before discussing in detail the

6Grieder, Oe, oit., pp. 84-86.

7;r. B. Edmonson, Joseph Hoemer, :~'rancis s. Bacon, The
Administration .2£ the Modern Secondary School (New York:
MacMillan Com.pany,J:948), 3rd ed., pp. til-179.

-

8rbid., pp. 20l-3J2,
10Ibid., .PP• 473-512.

9rbid., PP• 357-450.

duties of a Seventh-day Adventi at school principal, perhaps
an organizational chart of the educational system. would. be
valuable.

The to llowi.ng chart, Figure 1, is taken from the

I:;.rincipaJ..:! Handbook

2f Administrative Prooedur esll of tl:e

Seventh-day .1\..dventist Department of IGduoation.
Secondary School Organization
A portion of the section entitled Administration and

staff is reproduced here as outlined in the Handbook as an
explanation of ]'igure 1, and to show how the duties of the
secondary sChool principal are integrated into the educational organization.
A.

THE BOARD OF CON'I'!WL
l.

Election, Function, and MembershiP
a,

The Board of Control is elected at stated
times by the consti tuenoy served by the
school. It represents the consti tuenoy ••• ,
the real owners of the institution, who,
because of their numbers and their scattered
locations, are necessarily inarticulate.

b.

The fUnction of the Board of Control is,
the_r_e_ f ore_ , __ t _ Q __ l~Hir n--the-need-s-and-w-1-she-s-ott'----too oonsti tuency • and to formulate such
policies, ma~ such provisions for support,
and elect such officers ani teaClhers as will
meet their approvaL

llprinci,el •s Handbook of Administrative Procedures
for seventh-day Adventist Seconaar y sOhoois {Department oi'
Education, General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists,
Takoma Park, Washington 12, D. c., 1951), p. 29.
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c.

2,

The minimWil voting membership of the Board
of Control shall be seven, including the
academy principal and the union conference
educational secretary.

-

Powers and Procedures
a.

Although the Board of Control is autonomous,
it sets up limitations of its own functions
and policies,
( 1)

Power is lodged in the board as a group
only, and no individual member has any
legal right to act for the board unless
designated by board action to do so.

(2)

The actual administration of tw insti-

tution is delegated to the principal
and manager end, through him, to other
subordinate officers and employees who
act for the board according to board
policies.
(3)

While the Board of Control bas fine. 1
responsibility for the academic and
disciplinary affairs of the school, the
details of studying these problems E;nd
of legislating in regard thereto are
de legated by the board to the principal
and the faoulty, except in matters con..
cerning which definite board actions
have been taken.

(4)

The Board of Control may act either
directly or through its collll'ld ttee on any
________ qulf!stLo.rLili_"Ylli ch__i t_s_ legal .resp,_..o,..n.,.s:...i~-----
bilities are involved or on matters
atfeoting the administration of invested
funds; but on other matters it aots
throue.,h its executlve officers.
b.

The board, or an executive committee of the
board, shall neet at regular intervals, with
not less than three meetings of the full
board during the school year, Whenever
possible, board meetings shall be on the
campus.
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o.

. 3.

:Proceedi.og of the board shall be kept i.n
complete • accurate min.ates of every meeti.ng,
and d1 striba ted to all board members. A
complete tile of these minutes shall be kept
in the office of the p.rinci_pal •

Speaific Functions
a.

Form~tlate general policies for the control
of the schoo 1 in harmoa;r w1 tb. pri neip le s or
ChriStian ed~tcation as understood by
Seventh-day Adventists.

b.

Select a chief administl'ative officer
(principal and manager) for the school.

c.

In coansel with the principal, employ,
authorize, transfer, and/or discharge
members ot the school start.

d.

Build and maintain a school plant adequate
for the needs of the oonstituency and for
meeti.og the requirements of aoored1 tation.

e.

Provide adequate financial support for the
school in all essential phases of its work,
incl udi.og salaries tor all staff members,
within the wage-soale policies ot the
Ge~ral Conference of Seventh-day il.dventists.

t.

Fo.t'mulate pol:l.cies concerning business
adm1.n1 strati on,

g.

Require independent auditing of finanoial
accounts.

-----------h.

Approve poUoies ooncern1n.g maintenance and
use of bu1ld1.ngs and grounds.

1.

Approve the principal's operating, equipme.nt,
and improvement budgets.

j.

:aear full legal responsibility.
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B.

TFIE EXECUTIVE COMMI T'.rEE

1.

Authorization
The Exe cutive Committee is authorized by the
Board of Contro 1 to act fOJ! 1 t in the inter 1m
between meets of the fu 11 board.

2•

)e

Member shi.Q

a.

President of the Board of Control, chairman;

b.

Principal and manager of the school, vicechairman;

o.

Treasurer of the schoo 1, secretary;

d$

Secretary-treasurer of the conference, if a
conference institution; otherwise a designated member or the Board ot Contro 1;

e.

Edtlcational atlperintendent of' the conference
in which the school is located.

Duties
a.

To survey the financial status of the
1nst1 tution.

b.

To make provision for all financial items
not specifically arranged tor in the
institution's budget.

o.

To o0t1nsel on the expenditure of funds as
need may arise.

d o To arrange tor emergency expenditures as
need arises.
eo

To advise the administrator oi tinano1al
matters whi ah he may present. 2

These are tile two of'f'ioial groups with which the

-

l2rbid., PP· 1- .3.

principal is directly aoncerned.

The administratio.o. of a

Seventh-day Adventist secondary school is organized on 'lhe
basis of unitary control, in which plan the principal and
manager alone, as he is called, is directly responsible to
the board of control and all other employees of the school,
as shown in the organizational chart, are either directly
indirectly responsible to him.

·a!

The following are duties and

responsibilities of a Seventh-day Adventist school adminis.,trator as prescribed by the Principal•s Handbook£! Administrative :Proeedu,res,
Speci fio Duties
The principal Shall-a.
b.
c.
d.

Execute the policies and regulations of the board
and of the faculty.
Assign teaching and other duties to the members
or the starr.
Be Lndtrectly responsible for all duties assigned
on the Organization Chart to the treasurer and
to the registrar.
Be directly responsible :for the duties assigned
under his own office in said chart, which would
include:
( 1) Budget_Pl~i.~_jl.~d c_on.tr_o_l_._
C2)-0ha.irman of tbe following aommittees:
(a) Administrative Council.
(b) Admissions and reg1 strati on.
(c) Govar.nm!lnt (or discipline).
(3) Chairman of all staff and faculty meetings.
(4.) Chief admissions officer.
(5) Vice-chairman ~ Executive Com.mi ttee.
(6) Libr!U'ian (responsible for the work of).
(7) All homes on school campus.
(8) As spiritual leader of sohool, promote
vigorous religious program.
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(9) Publicity- - direct preparation of all material

e.

r.

g ..

h.
i.
j.

k.
lo

m.
n.

o.
p ..

r.

s.
t.

u.

v.

w.

for pub lioation .
( 10) School homes and dining servlce.
(11) School nurse .
(12) Teaching personnel.
Supervise the instructional program.
Approve departmental requisitions within provisions ot budget .
Locate desirable candidates tor poai tiona on the
start , and recommend same to the board.
Recommend faculty advisors and counselors.
Plan for inservice training of steff member a.
Recommend salary changes to the board.
Plan t he school calendar.
Arrange schedule for classes, chapel exercises,
and other school activities.
Arrange tor graduation exercises.
Bear responsibility to the board of control for
satisfactory administration and government or
the school.
Appoint some member of the staff to be in charge
of the soh ool when he must be absent from the
.campus.
Maintain student morals and di seipline on a plane
in keeping w1 th denominational standards.
]'ix penalties for violation of standards of
conduc t and see that they are enforced.
Prepare annual budget and present it to the board
of control.
Collect student and other accounts.
Maintain and inspect the plant, grounds, equipment , supplies, and all school property for
maximum efficiency .
Plan major repairs and alterations, in collaboration with other staff members.
Present to the board of control and/or its subcommittee the needs of the school and direct
preparation of plans for new buildings,
installations, and equipment that may be
requir d.
.
Set up an adequate s.ystem of records; and when
occasion demands prepare or have prepared
essential reports concerning the school , and
present 1:be se repar ts to the board of contro 1 ,
to the oonsti tuenoy, and to appropriate
educational bod! es.
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x.

Represent the school to constuent churches
and the general public, and before accrediting
associ ati one.
Serve as executive secretary tbr tm board of
control.
Serve as ex-officio member of all committees
~n~!n:~h~l~ 1 ~dministration and management

'I•
z.

Budsetins

~

Finance

The securing and compiling o:t' information for a
well-prepared operating budget rests wi.th the responsible
principal of the institution.

The extent of the detailed

information should be sufficient to enable a ole ar understanding of financial losses or gains involved in operating
each department.
"a.
b.

c.

d.

A well-prepared budget should contai.n

An estimate of the regular and legitimate

revenue that may safely be counted on from
the various departments o:t' the institution.
An estimate of all expenditures for the year-~
(1) In each department of tm school.
(2) All established overhead e:spenses.
( 3) Emergency or unforeseen expenditures that
may be reasonably ex_pe cted.
The amount of appropriations, if any, moessary
to overcome the possible deficit in operations
as revealed by the estimate ot revenue and
e_:xp_e_n(l,iJ;~l.'e_._______
•.
Aplan,,to secure these needed appropriations.''-'4~---

Tbe following are some special financial considerations to which the principal of a school must give attention.
"1.

Fiscal year from July 1 to June 30.

l3Ibid., PP• 4-6.

l4IPid., P• 32 •
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2.

At least ten financial statements during tha
fiscal year.
3· Entrance deposit, covering registration and
speoial fees and one month's estimsted e:x;penses,
should be oharged at the time or the student's
entrance into the institution.
4. Collection of all accounts at the beginning of
each calend§!: month.
5, Payment of al rbills within the discount or dUe
date.
6. All purohases to be made by requisition through
the business ofti ce.
7, No capital expenditures to be made from operating
funds without special action by the board ot
control or its executive committee.
S. Depreciation reserves to be carried in separat.e
account in the bank, deposited each month, and
used only for replacement of equipment or major
repai.rs of buildings, and then only by vote of
the board of control or its executive committee.
9. \Vhen funds are necessary tor capital investments
the board of control should provide them.
10. Total charged to instructional salaries shoul~
receive speaial study; in most instances, these
salaries should not exceed 65% of the tuition
income.
11. Administrative salaries and other administrative
and indirect expenses should be distributed
amoug the several departments accordin& to the
time spent by each individual or the percentage
of expense made in the interest of said
departments.
12. Very s_pecial study should be made of indirect
charges, to see that some struggling department
otherwise paying all its expensn and tb.erefo.re
__________________ an_ ass11t to_the lnstitution,_is_no_t__'t_ohoked" _ _ _ __
by expend! tures over which it has n.o control
and from which it receives no benefit. "J.5
Discipline
The principal is also the chief disciplinary officer
---"=
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of the school.

The deans are responsible tor general super-

vision of student co.nduct and tor investigation or reported
cases of miscond1.1ct.
counselling problems.

Minor irregular! ties are handled as
In the case of serious misconduct or

persistent offense, mwever, the prinoipal !!lUSt be consulted
far action.
General Qualifications
Now that both general and specific responsibilities
tor the Seventh-day Adventist school principal have been
presented, what are the qualifications that ons shot.lld
possess to meet these responsibi Uties?

General qualifica-

tions which would make for a successful school administrator
may be separated for convenience into two main groups:
personal qualifications and professional qualifications.
The following list of personal qualifications are those
presented by Harl Douglass,
"1.

··----- - - -- - 2 ~:;.

4.

5.
6.
7•

S.

Culture : this is made up o.tt one t s age, appearance, manner, language, tact, appreciations,
and ideals.
- :te adarshi.P -a.n\1- adlliiiiistirat11ie-a"611U1es: -ability
to organize and plan, to supervise, and to
obtain cooperation from subordinates.
Resouroetu lness a.ril vision.
Interest in people.
Ideals higher than the average.
Abili.ty to write aJ'ld speak forcefUlly.
Virtues of honesty, fairness, patience,
optimilii!m.
Open~minded.
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9.

10.

A sound philosophy of ediga.tion.
Good health and energy."

The second category, that of professional qualifications, is listed by Wahlquist.

An efficient and well

prepared administrator should
"l.
2.

:;.

6.

have a broad, general education.
be informed in current events, social opinion,
and historical perspective,
know facts and techniques of sociology, government, politics, and economics,
understand the philosoph! cal foundations ani
historical direction of the school,
be well grounded in educational psychology, tools
of research, science of education. and
professional techniques,
have a broad interest in people and be familiar
with techniques in understanding, motivating,
and guiding them,
be competent in speaking, writing, listening,
interviewing·-in other words, in
oommu.nicati on."l7

Wahlquist goes on to say that the administrator
should also be competent in at least one subject matter area,
and he should have had teaching experience,

His professional

activities should include refresher courses as well as
professional conferences, lectures, and workshops.
-~-

--iiliip- fn-.Protessiona:Cas-soofations
is important.

and-oomm.uni ty

Member-

----------

aoti vi ties

An administrator's reading and study habits

l~ar l R. Douglass, Modern Admin! strati~n of
Seoondarz: Sab.ools (Ginn & Co!!i>UY, 1954), p. 2 • l7John T. Wahlquist, ~ Mministrati on or Publlo
Eduoe.tign (The Ronald Press, L9S2) • p. 27.
· -
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should include professional journals and books, current
papers, and magazines, and an acquaintance with the classics
in literature and music,lS
seeoifio Qualifications
Som speoitio qualifications as outlined tor administrators by the Princ:!,pal's Handbook: for Seventh-day Adventist
secondary sab.ool administrators are shown below.
"The principal shall
a.

Be an earnest Christian, loyal to the dootri nes
and purpoe as of ttl.e Seventh-day Adventist
church, and a member o.f the same in good and
regular standing,
b. Be a graduate of an accredited Seventh-day
Adventist college or its equivalent, and his
training, in undergraduate or graduate work,
shall include the following, listed in order
of their importance:
(l) At least one course in eaoh of the :f'olloVId.ng
Bible fields or its equivalent!
(a) Bible Survey, or Backgrounds of Old
and New Testament;
(b) Advanced Bible Doctrines; and
(c) Daniel and the Revelation.
(2) At least 20 hours of ed.ucational subjects,
which shall include:
(a) Pri.noiples or philosophy of education-- - - - - - - _____________ he shall give evidence of a knowledge and aooe.Ptance-ortn:e-teaonings
of the Spirit of prophecy in the
principles and philosophy of educati.on as taught in the books
Education, Counsels to Teachers,
Fundamentals ot chriStian Education,
ali! vollU!le sfxot ttie Teetlmoii!es

16 .
Ibid., P• 27.
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tor the Ohur ch.
Techniques of te aohi ng, methods, and
participation or practice teaching.
(c) Principles of secondary school supervision and/or school management.
(d) Guidance.
(e) Tests and .measure.ments.
(3) A wide enough distribution of majors and
minors and/or teaching fields to insure a
sympathetic understanding of the problems
of the several teachers.
(4) Business administration and/or accounting.
(5) Public speaking.
Have had a minimum of two years of successful
teaching, preferably in a school similar to the
om he is called to administer and, if possible,
under the guidance of an able principal.
Give evidence of possessing the qualities of
leadership, aptness to teach, tact, initiative,
fai.r ness, open-mindedness, sense of humor, a;!ld
sound judg.ment.
Possess health and physical strength sufficient
for the strenuous program a principal is
expected to carry on.
Be energetic, enthusiastic, well-balanced, poised,
cooperative.
·
Be careful of his personal appearance, environ~
ment, and reputation; and of his associations in
social, ed~cational, bQsiness and religious
circles •" 1'9
(b)

e.

d.

e.
f.
g.

These qualifications ere essential for the accomplishment of the scholastic requirements and basic goals ot the
_____ --~cad._em_Y wb.ic_h may ~EI ~liE)te~ _ ~s_ _f()_].]._o'!s_:~_
"A.

Goals fc:lf! the Academ;r
l.

Spiritual Faith
To develop in the students tai th, trllSt, love,

l9Prino1pal's fandbook gt .!lilJninistrative Procedures

tor Seventtl-daY idvu 1St Secondary Schools (Department ot

Edmation, General Oo.ntel'enoe of Seventh-day Adventists,
Takoma Park, Washington 12, D. c., 1951), pp, 3, 4.
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2.

).

4-.

6.

7·

s.

--- "'=

and confidence in God, and in the Second
Advent Movement, and an ea.rll$St desire for
the simple Ch.l.'istian way of' life.
Character
To encourage the development of' a noble
Christian character, so that the ideals or
right, sel:f'-control, honestly. reverence,
purity, integrity, and moral stamina shall
become dynamic habits or conduct.
Health
To teach the principles of' healthful living
and the development and maintenance of' a
healthy body, with wholesome, balanced
mental and emotional attitudes and habits •
Intellectual
To arouse and stimulate intellectual
curiosity, and to develop the highest
intellectual attainment possible in
accordance 114 th native ability.
Abilitl. to Think
To te aOh how to th i.nk independently and constructively, to reason accurately, and to
analyze and evaluate evidence skilfully.
Interest, Appreciation, Attitudes
To encourage the d.eve!opment of' an unders.tanding interest, enjoyment, and appreciation
of' the best in literature, art, music,
history, and nature, and by participation
produce a measure or skill in at least one
of' these fields.
Die;nit:t; or T-abor and Vooati onal Effhiency
To provide the specific knowieltge, basiC
skills, and effective work habits necessary
for pro.t'ioienoy in at least one trs.de; to
aid the student in discovering his own
aptitudes, talentsJ and occupational
disposition.---- --- ------:=------social and Oivi c Relationships
To develop a sense of persona! responsibility
for the happiness and welfare of the home,
the school, the community, the nation, and
the common world. brotherhood of man, and
thus to foster understanding, peace, harmony,
and good will.
Personal1 tz
~-·,.....n the fOrmation of a desirable
personality through the development of those
cultural attitudes wnich are revealed in

10.

the student's person, his belongings, his
conversation, his friendships, and his
choices in all realms of association.
In! ti ati. va, Zeal, Enthusiasm
'I'o stimulate""ti:i:ii"t spirit of initiative whi oh
will generate a zeal and enthusiasm for
some worthy cause or endeavor, with particular emphasi~ on carrying the gospel to
all the world," 0

s Ul!l!lltU' Y'
The role of

a Beverith-day Adventist secondary school

administrator as outlined by the Principal's Handbook£!
Administrative Procedures, is a complicated and difficult
one.

It requires the highest type of moral and ethical

oharaoteristios, the ability to gain the cooperation of
students and the il nanci al sup port of parents wl tb. out compromise of principles or standards, the abi Uty to combine
the high ideals of Cb.rist.ta.11 educatio.ll with the every-day
vroblems of admi.l1istratio.l1 so that the goals or character
development and scholastic achievement are attained by the
students, the abilitr to coordinate the activities and
~~·--~rsl) lJ.~lit_j_e !!__o~the ~ ~ a!'!•

_It;_ ,re_q ui_r~_S_!i__}!j.gl'!_d_egree of

professional training and the ability to put this training
to praotieal use on the job.

It requires a rare combination

of personality traits that result from a combination of
- '=

2orbid., pp. 25, 26.
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applied Christianity and umtsufJl executive ability.
Eleventh~d ay

The

1\.dvent is t sohoo 1 pr inoipal must plaoe dedication

to an ideal above any personal reward, finanoial or otherwise.
With these points in mind, the next chapter deals with
the reporting and. analysis of the responsibilities and
qualifications of twenty successful
seoo ndar y school prinoi pals.

~3eventh-day

1\.dve.o.tist

CHA.PTETI IV
A REPORT .AND AtMI,Y13IS 01i' THE SURVEY DATA

Tbe purpose of this survey is to present information

concerning the current status of a representative group of
Seventh·day Adventist secondary school principals,

suff:l.-

o:l.ently SUn1nlarized and analyzed to be of practical value for
the preparation, se leoti on, and gu:l.da.noe of administrative
personnel and the improvement of their working enviro.nment.
In order to obtain this information, a detailed questionnaire
of nine pages was prepared (see appendices} • 1 Two seo.tions
of five parts each survey the basic qualifications and
responsibilities as discussed in the previous chapters,
Sect:!. on one deals with personal and rami ly baokgro und,
natural abilities, religious background, education and
experience, and professional aot:l. vi ties.

Section two d.eals

with administrative duties covering orga.nhational problems,
pupil problems, instruction; school relationships, and

The quest! onnaire was sent to all Seventh-dayAdventist secondary aohool administrators in the area
inol.uded by- California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Arizona,
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and Hawaii.

This was done to obtain a more homogeneous

grouplng as to type of school plant, transportation problems,
climatic conditions, student attitudes, and teacher and
administrative supervision.

This is the area known as the

Pacif:l c Union and North Paci:tlc Union conferences of Seventhday Adventists.

Eaoh of these unions has its own education

department Which supervises directly the secondary schools
of that area.
Letters of transmittal (see appendioes) 2 were sent
with the questionnaire to explain its purpose and to show
official sponsorship by the education departments of the
College of the Pacific and the Pacific Union Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists.

A response resulted with twenty

replies out of a total of twenty.seven questionnaires mailed.
This was an encouraging response considering the length and
complexity of the questionnaire, and the fact that they were
sent at the close of the school year when moat school principals are quite busy.

Not all the questionnaires returned

--were-.oom:_pfetely tilfed-out so that in some parts of the
analysis averages cannot be based upon the total twenty
responses.
The analysis of the data will proceed generally in
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the same order as they ooour in the questionnaire.

There

will be an attempt to summarize each section independently
to determine the professional quali:t.'i.cations and job
responsibilities of the test group.

In Chapter V these

results are compared with the standards as presented in
Chapter I! and Chapter I!!.

By following this systematic

analysis and oomparison, i t should be possible to determine
areas of strength and weakness which wi 11 i'orm a basis f'or
conclusions and. recommendations in Chapter VI.
I,

Personal

~

QUALIFICATIONS

Family Background

In order to investigate such factors as age, marital
status, and n!Jlllber of children for each principal, as well
as the wife's training and father's oocupation, data were
colleoted and have been tabulated in Table!.
Table I shows that all twenty principals are thirty
years of age or older, with the largest grouping of ten
· ------rlfs ponse~f -i:n-t:ne

J~.o;..;i+9-

age- gr-oup;--An-~we rf't:yare married

and seventeen have children.

Eight out of the twenty report

a .family oi' two children •Iii th i'o ur reporting one child and.
four reporting three children.
-

"'

three children,

Only one reported more than

The ages of these children ranged from one

to thirty-seven years, with an average age of twelve

9f)!ll'S•
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TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS
Ol!' TWENTY SI~CuNDl!llY SOHuiJL PRINCIPALS

Age

20-29
30-39

40-49

50-59
60-over
Nunlber of
Ohild.,re.n

Response
0
2

10
6
2

Response

0
1
2

4

3

4

4 or over

3

13

1

Wite•s

Tra1n1.ps

Secretary
Home Economics
Nursing
T£du.eat1o.n
Mu.sio
None
Not reporting
Father•s
Ooou.pation

Farmer
Doctor
Business
Educator
Laborer

Not reporting

Respgnse

5

4
3
2
2
l

3
Response
10

1
1
1
2

5

The training and occupation of the principals' w1 ves were
rather evenly divided between tile fields of secretarial,
home economics, and nursing,

1111

th more than half the group

reporting in these three areas.

Other areas reported were

music and eduoati on.

With five not reporting on the

father's occupation, ten of the remaining fifteen came from
the farm.

Other areas reporting one each were educator,

business, laborer, doctor, and carpenter.
Natural Abilities -

~ Sel:t'-i~nalys:l.s

The purpose of this part was to establish certain
physical and personality factors which might be important to
an administrator,

Since 1 t was a self-analysis, some pr:l..n-

cipals did not feel inclined to respond and therefore there
was not a complete report on any of the categories.
Table II is a summary of' the self-e.o.alysis check
sheet which is di v:l.ded into nine psychological areas-leadership, tactfulness, making friends, public speaking,
________ wriJd.ng _ai>i1J1;1_,_ ge_t_tj,!lg -~l.QI~g_wl tll._YO\!l'lg___j)_eo_ple ,_prog.r_e_s13i v_._•=-----attitude, l!l!ll.Otional stability. and health,

The correspond-

ents were asked to rate themselves as outstanding, superior,
aooepts.ble, or i.n.t'erior in each of the nine areas,
The response was conservative with many correspondents checking themselves as acceptable or average in all
nine areas.

With eighteen reporting under leadership, there

)9

TABI..E II

A SELF-ANALYHIS OF Tl'IE NATlJRAL ABILITIES
OF TWENTY SECONDARY SCHOOL PIIINOIPALS
Outstanding Superior Acceptable Inferior
Not
Cases Re.eorti.y
oases
Oases
Oases
Leadership

1

6

11

0

Tao t.fulne ss

3

l

14.

0

2

6

9

1

2

1\ilaldng
Friends
Public
Speaking

0

l

16

l

Writing

0

0

15

J

2

9

0

2

6

9

1

2

6

lO

0

2

0

10

9

0

l

Getting Along
with Young
People
Progressive
Attitude

--

------

Emotiona.c-- ---

--------

Stability
Health
----~

-

-·

l
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were eleven average and seven above average; under tactfulness there were fourteen average and four above average;
under makiAA friends there were nine average, eight above
average, and o.tl!t below average; under public speaking there
were sixteeu1 average, one above average, and one below
average; under writing abilit;v, there were fifteen average
and three below average; under getting alo.og

~YOWlS

!!!OPle, there were nine average and nine above averaa;e; and
under emotional stability there were ten average and eight
above average.

With seventeen reporting under Prog.ressi ve

attitude there were nine average, seven above average, and
one below average, and with nineteen reporting on health
there were nine average and ten above average,
Religious Baok6round
It was felt that in a ohuroh operated sohool, the
religious background would be important data to obtain; thus
the questionnaire included an investigation of this area.
____

·r~es~ ~!1!8._

are__ sul!llllli!l':l.~"d_

;l.n_T~])l!s

III and IV._._ _

One of the prerequisites to being a principal in a
Seventh-day Adventist school is ohurch membership in "good
standing."

The principal must be the spiritual leader of

the school, and his religious experience and the sincerity
of its daily applioatt on will determine the spiritual lite
of the school.

This in turn will be a major factor in the
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TABLE III

FAMILTY RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND
OF TWENTY SECONDARY SCHuUL PRINCIPALS
At':t'i li ati on
Seventh-day
Adventist
Catholic
Lutheran
None

Father

Mother

15

20

l

l

;

TABLE IV

PERSONAL RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND AND ACTIVITIES
OF TWENTY SECVNDARY SCRuOL PRINCIPALS

Nwnber of Years a
seventh-daz Adventist

15 years
20 years
;o yea:rs
40 years
50 years

Cases
l

8

6
J
l

Average - )l years

Ordained minister
Church elder
Deacon
Youth leader
Mis.siona:ry leader
Sabbath School superintendent
Music director
Treasurer

10

19

lJ

4
l

8

2
l

accomplishment of certain basic educational objectives.

All

members of the tut group came f. rom homes in which either
the mother or both parents were Seventh-day Adventists.

All

have been baptized members of the church for at least
fifteen years, with the average time being around thirty-one
years.

Local church offices are held by all members of the

group with 50 per cent being ordained as ministers of the
church, 95 per cent ordained as local church elders, and

65 per cent as church deacons.
Education and Experience
Part IV of the questionnaire gives important informa..
tion concerning the degree of professional preparation.
Table V is a SWillllary of the first two questions dealing with
u.nde.rgrad ua te study.

Majors and minors are grouped into

eight subject fields.

Bible am science show a predominant

interest as me.j ora with history, eduo ati on, language, and
science being favored as mi.tlOl's,

There seems to be a

TABLE V
UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR AND l'iliNOR STUDIES
QF TWENTY SECvNDARY SCHvvL PRINCIP.A.I,S

lUst. Bible

--

~

Major

2

6

Minor

5

3

-Ed.
3

5

--

-

Math. Bus. None
tans· S!l!!Ch Sci. ..,..__
0
0
0
7
3
3

5

4

5

3

0

1

definite tendency toward preparation for a career in eduos....
tion on the undergraduate level vi th three majoring and five
minoring in education resulting in an average of twenty-one
semester credit hours in the subject.

This is six credit

units in excess of the usual liberal arts graduation
requirement.

The data also reveals that sixteen received a

Bachelor of Arts degree, and four received a Bachelor of
Science degree upon graduation.

This indicates a predominant

interest on the side of a liberal arts education,
In turning to the graduate level as revealed in
Table VI, education as a subject field has by far the predominant interest with fourteen majors and six minors out of
the twenty oases.

Without doubt man,v of these were already

in educational work during their schooling.

Seventy-five per

cent show professional preparation with graduate degrees.
Ten report Master of Arts degrees, two report Master of
Science degrees, and three report Master of Eduo at ion degrees.
TABLE VI
---------------GRl\.DUAT£>:-MAci OR -AND-1'II NUR- STUDIES__ _
UF TWENTY SECvliiDARY SCHvUL PRINCIPALS

Hist.
Major
-.

~

Minor

2

1

-Eduo.
14

2

2

6

Bible

Lang.
0
l

Sociology

None

1

0

2

3

2

4

Science
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Table VII is designed to determine the extent or
graduate study in certain fields irrespective of the type or
d.egree.

Correspondents were asked to report the number of

semester credit hours of grad.uate study in each of the
fifteen categories.

An analysis of the data reveals over

fifty per cent reporting in each of the fields of philosophy
of education (fourteen responses), curriculum (twelve
responses), guidance and counseling (thirteen responses),
and principles of administration (thirteen responses).

Those

areas which appear low on the list are studies in communi. ty
life and needs (three responses) , professional relationships
(five responses), legal and financial aspects (six responses),
public relations (one response), statistics (three responses),
and oomparati ve eduo at ion (one response).

These fifteen

categories may be grouped into the four major divisions:
methods of teaching and guidance, administration of educa•
tion, supervision and improvement of instruction, and
foundations of education.
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TABLE VII
SCOPE i.Jl!' GRADUATE STUDIES IN i'IDUCATION
OF TWENTY SECONDARY SCHOOL I~INCIPALS
Undergraduate average semester hours credit in education- 21
Graduate average semester hours credit in education
Total Hrs.
No.
Credit
Reporti.qg
1)

2)

3)

4)

Methods of Teaching and
GUidance
. Curriculum and Methods
Community Life and Needs
Guidance and Counseling

12
3
13

Administration of Education
Professional Relationships 5
Principles of Administration
13
Legal and Financial
Aspects
6
Public Relations
1
Supervision and Testing
Supervision
Method.s at' Research
Statistics
Tests and Measurements
Other

- 28
Ave. Hrs.
Credit

50
7
67

16

1.0

52
17

3.2

l.O

2

O.l

7

26

1.6

9
3

13
3

Foundations or Education
Philosophy of Education
14
Natut'e and Needs of Youth
9
Ristol'faal Develo.Pmeiit- --- 9--comparative Education
1

20
8

25
2S

1.3
0.5
1.5
l.S

57

3.6

51

3.2

---J;'-------~2-;-2c------

3

0.2

Table VIII shows the results of this grouping.
'rABLE VIII
A SUMMARY OF GRADUATE STUDY GROU1'3 IN EDUC.ATivN

.OF T'II'ENTY SECONDARY SC:Eu\JL PRINCIPALS

Total Average Credit
Credit Hours per Person
Responses Hours
Reporting
l.
2.

J.

Methods of teaching
and guidance

28

124

7.9

Administration of
education

25

87

5.3

Supervision and
improvement of
i.o.s tr uoti on

30

107

6.8

Foundations of
education

33

146

9.2

Twenty eight responses in various aspects of teaching
·methods

~

guidance total 124 graduate credit hours • 25

responses in courses listed under administration

.2! educa-

tion total 87 graduate credit hours, 30 responses in the
field of supervision

~

improvement £!! instruction total

107 graduate credit hours, and 33 responses in the various

-- ------- -sulije-cts- unaer-tound-atfons_£!_ea-uca1liontfc)tal-r46-graduate
credit hours.

This yields a total of 464. hours of graduate

credit in these three phases of education by the sixteen
principals rep or till!:, or an average of 29 oredi t hours per
person.
Data from the questionnaire ooncer ni.ng teaching
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experience are organized as to subject t1 eld , grade level ,
and number ot years of experience.
reported some teaching experience
years .

All of the correspondents
varyi~

f rom one to thirty

Table I X i s a summary of these data separated into

tho various fields of teaching.

Bible , science , mathematics ,

and history have been taught by more than half the group,
and the over-all average for number of years experience is
found to be about seven years.
TABLE IX
FI ELDS OF TEACHI NG EXPERIENCE

FOR TWENTY SECONDARY SCHuuL P RINCI P ALS

SubJect Tay.ght
Science
Bib le
Mathemati os
History
Vocational
Language
Commerci a l
Pb.ysi cal Ed .
Speech

No .
ReportiM

14
13
13
13
5
5
4
3
l

Average No. Years
Teaohins Experience

8
8
8
4
8
4

13
7

1

Fourteen out or the twenty principals have taught
science with an average of eight years experience ; thirteen
have taught Bible, mathematics, and history, averaging four
to eight years experience; five have taught vocati onal and
language , averaging four to eight years experience , four
have taught commercial averaging thirteen years experience ;
· three have taught physical education, averaging seven years

experience; and only one has taught speech for a year,
Figure 2 is an attempt to bring together the related
data from 'l'ables V, VI, and IX.

Here, sill.e by side, train-

ing and e:x;perience in various teaching fields are graphically
compared..

Those reporting a major or minor of undergraduate

study in the subject are counted as responses on the training graphs, and those reporting any teaching experience are
counted as responses on the experience graphs.
reveals that four of

·~he

The figure

thirteen teaching Bible, six of the

thirteen teaching history, two of the fourteen teaching
science, ten of the thirteen teaching mathematics, and one ot
the four teaching business have less than a minor of undergradllate study in their teaching fields,

Only in the fields

of language and speech do the number adequately trained
exceed those teaching the subject.
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14·---------~-------------__,r
13 •·-·~----.....

Lescend

!1--""11 !1'"--"-ii

Und ergra.d ua te ..,.,..,.,..,
Tr a.i.ni ng
/./../././.,

12. ~-----

_-

Teaching
Experience

~

FIGURE 2
A COMPARISON OF TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE
IN VARIOUS TEACHING FIELDS
FOR TVIEN'l'Y SECONDARY
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
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Previous administrative experience is reported as to
the position held and the number of years served in each.
Table X is a summary of the responses.

'rhe average principal

of the test group has had over seven years of previous
administrative experience; seventeen have been principals
for an average of eleven years or more; five have been deans
of boys for an average or over five years; and one reported

tor each of the remaining positions with the following years
of experience:

college president - four years, educational

superintendent - eighteen years, vice-principal- four years.
elementary rupervisor - eight years, and business manager three years.
TABLE X

P!Th:VIOUS ADMINISTRATIVE E:X:PEHIENOE
0F TWENTY SEOUNDARY SOHuuL PRINCIPALS

Position

Oases

Total
Years

Average
Years

Principal
17
1137
ll
Dean of Boys
5
28
;.6
College President
1
4
4
Educ ationalBilPel'intendent____ l ____._l8 _ _ _ _.18,_ _ _ __
Vioe~rrinoipal1
4
4
Elementary Supervisor
1
S
8
Business Manager
1
3
3
Not Reporting
l
0
0
Other questions concerning advanced training show that
most of the twenty principals have had inservice graduate
study within the last six years.
picture of an administrator

~th

The test group presents a
seven to eight years ot

--"'

;1
executive work, about an equal amount of teaching experience,
and twenty-eight credit hours of graduate educational
studies.
Professional Activitl.e s
Part of the questionnaire is made up of thirteen
questions W!.ioh are designed to reveal activities and habits
that would indicate progressiveness and a general spirit of
professional self-improvement.

Specifically. the quest!. ons ·

have to do with recent educational activities such as summer
school; correspondence courses; and attendance at professional
conferences, lectures, or workshops; membership in professional organize.tio.ns; professional reading habits; and
miscellaneous information regarding speaking engagements,
membership in servioe organizations, and extent of travel.
Table XI is a summary of this information and reveals
that sixteen have attended summer sohool or have taken
extension courses, ten have attended professional oonferenoes,

taken correspondenoe studies.

This reveals a high. inoidence

of inservioe training and efforts toward self-improvem nt.

TABI.E XI

PHQFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

OF TWENTY SECONDARY SOHuuL PRINCIPALS

Number
Reportins
Attended summer school or
extension courses
Attended professional conferences
within t.he last year
Attended professional workshops
within the last year
Enrolled in correspondence course
Member of N.E.A.
Member ot N.A.S.S.P.
Member of A.A.S .A.
None

16
10

4
2

6

5

l
12

Table XII shows that 75 per cent of the test group
are reading one or more of the professional journals listed,

!!:!!. Nation's Schools, Educational Digest, and .Q.!ll.fornia Journal !2£ Secondary Education being the most

with

pop11lar.

There was a 100 per cent respo.ose on 011rrent pub-

lications with newspapers, news magazines, and l!J!. Reader's
Digest being the most widely read.

Others mentioned but not

_______ _listeC! __we!'_e _Amerioen _Ouanist, _Stamo WeeklY,--L:I..t'e-,-and------various religious publications.
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Ti\BU: XII

PROFESSiuNAL READING HABITS
(J~'

TWENTY SECUI\1J)flRY BCHuOL PRINCIPALS

Professional Journals
The Clearing House
The School Heview
California Journal of Secondary Education
The High School Journal
E:ducational Digest
The >lmerican School Board Journal
The Nation's Schools
The Journal of Educational Research
School Activities
School Executive
N.E .A, Journal
Croft Publications
Phi Delta Kappan
None
Current Publications
A High-grade Daily
u.s. News
Newsweek
Coronet

Time

Reader's Digest
Atlantic Monthly
Others

NUillber
Reporti.gg
4

~

1

7
1

7
2
2
1

J

l
l

5

18
11

10
6
14

20
1

4

Books
Edmonson, Roemer, and Bacon, .!!!!.. Admi.gistration
of the Modern Secondary School
4
·- ______ French, Hull, andJ5011ds, __ A.,.,.ria"'n-!Ugh-Sohool---------Administrati on
2
Jacobson, Reav!ii, Logsden, Duties of School
Prine als
5
Reav s, Woellnsr, Office Practices 1s, Second.a.ry
Schools
1
Grieder, Rosensten~;el, Publi.c School Adlllinistrat1 on 2
Hagman, !!1:!.. Administration of American ~olio
Schools
l
Moehliiiann, School Administrati.on
4
Reeder, FW!aa.mentais !J!. School Administration
2
Other
5
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Every oo rrespondent also responded to the quest! on
concerning professional books.
the group or eight listed were

The three most popular or

!!!!. Administration

,g! the.

Modern Secondary School by Edmonson, Roemer, and Bacon,
Duties .Q.! School Principals by Jacobson, Reavis, Logsden,
and School Jldministrat ion by Moehlman.

!!l!., Principal

Others added were

!! ~ by Kyte, Improving Human Relations in

School Administration by Yauch, General School AAministra~

by Pittenger, Public School Finance by Mort and Russell,

and~

Small High School at

.!2.!:1£

by Langfelt, Cyr, Newsome.

Table XIII is a summary of the responses to questions
on non- pro:t'essi onal activities.
fifty per cent

or

This summary shows that

the group have publio speaking engagements

at least every six months, and the other half has such
engagements seldom or not at all.

Also about one-halt the

group is aotive in service clubs.
The correspondents were asked tor suggestions as to
areas in which they felt inadequately prepared tor their
work and responsibilities.
follows:

Tba se are listed here as

public speaking, currioulum organization, guidance

and counseling, accounting, secondary administration, nursing, meeting the nseds of youth.
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Ti\BI.E XI:II
NON-PHUF.E~3SI0HAL

ACTII'ITIES

OF TWEN'rY SECuNDARY SCHuuL PRINCIPALS

Public Speal:dng

Ome a week
'fwioe a month

Once a month
Every six months
Seldom

No response

Number
Reportiy

Per Cent
Reporting

1

5
25

5
1

3
g
2

5
1.5

40
10

Service Organ*zay. on Membership
Rotary
Chamber of Col!llller oe
Kiwanis
Misoellam ous
None

3

2
4
2

10

15

10
20

10
50

Travel

Extensively in
Mexico

Canada
Europe

u.s.

16
5
5

Asia

1
2

Other

3

so

25
25
5
10
15
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II.

ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES

Another purpose of the questionnaire is to investigate the actual responsibilities of the twenty administrators.

The analysis again follows the outline ot' the

questionnaire which is divided into five parts as follows:
part I is concerned with problems of organization, part II
deals with pup:U and faculty personnel, part III deals with
problems of improving instruction, part IV has to do with
inter-school and. community relationships, and part V gives
opportunity for the personal observations of each correspondent concerning his work in general.
Problems .Q!. Organization
This part of the questionnaire consists of twenty
questions with thirteen being yes-no responses and seven
being number responses.

The tlrst type are summ.arized in

Table JO:V, which reveals about 40 per cent delegating some
authority and responsibilities to an assistant or to depart•
ment heads.

This would indicate a lack of organizational

planning which may vary with the size of school.

Fifty-five

per cent of the group also teach. and this information is
further broken down i.n tables XV and XVI as to subjects and
size of classes.

Generally til ere seems to be direct contact

with students in the classroom, and this contact is further
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extended through personal teacher supervision by 90 per cent
of the administrators.
Improvem.e nt of instruction is aggressively pursued by
a 55 per cent 'J"' s response on inservice training of teaohers
and a 95 per oent yes response to a systematic testing
program.

About half the group fee 1 that their instructional

and non-instructional space is adequate w1 th 60 per cent
reporting a plan for building improvements and expansion.
Transportation does not seem to be a maJor problem
even in the case of day school where it would tend to be
more acute.

Information concerning the age of school plants

reveals that the average age is twenty years ranging from a
maximum of forty-seven years to a minimum of one year.
Eighty per cent report a recent remodeling program within
the last two years.

-e.
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'l'.AB LE XIV.
MISCBLLANEvUS PRuBLEMS vF uRGAJi.'IZATIUN
AMuNG TV,1i;NTY SEOUNDARY SCHI.IUL PRINCIPALS

Yes Res eonses
1,

Do you have an assistant principal?

8

2.

Do you have department heads?

9

3. Do you also teach?

11

4.

Do you supervise teachers?

18

5.

Do you have inservioe training?

11

6.

Do you have systematic testing?

19

7,

Is your instruoti onal space adequate?

11

8.

Is your non-instruoti onal space
~~a~?

9·

--~

-

"'

9

Have there been recent plant additions?

13

10.

Is a building program planned?

12

11.

Do you have dormitory facilities?

10

12.

Are transportation!U faoilities
adequate?

13
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TABLE XV
TEACHING LOAD IN i\.DDI TI ON Tu ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES
uF TWENTY SECUNDARY SOHuOL PRINCIPALS

Teaching Load
No classes

9

1 class

6

2 classes

3

3 classes

2

TABLE XVI
TEACHING RESPONSIBILI'.t'IES BY SUBJECTS
OF TWENTY SECuNDARY SCHuuL PRINCIPALS

Teaching Subject
Bible

1

History

7

Science

3

Mathe.mat1 OS

2

Business

3

Physical Ed.

l

Non.e

9
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Problems of personnel and superv1siotl are summarized
in Table XVII.

This concerns miscellaneous items which

might affect the duties of an administrator.

The average

clerical staff or two seems low, but would depend on the
size of the sohool.

Teacher turAover seems high with an

8 per cent yearly average which makes teacher procurement a
problem.
TABLE XVII

OF PERSvNNEL AND SUPERVIS!UN
uF TWENTY BECuNDARY SCHU0L PRINCIPALS

PROBL~.re

Item
Aver age hours of superv! si on per week

Average size of clerical staff
Average number of teachers
Per oen t yearly replacement
Average class load per teaoher per day
Average number faculty meetings per
month

Problems ,2! f!uPil Personna 1
Ei~fiteen

items were rated as major or minor responsi-

bilities and the response is tabulated in Table XVIII.

These

data may be further summarized into major and minor categories as shown in Table

xr.x.

The majority of the test group is concerned with the
four administrativ$ problems of discipline, counseling,
assembly programs, and recruiting students.

The administra-

tors seem to be taking the main burden of the guidance
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TABLE XVIII
PROBLEMS OF PUPIL PERSuNNEL
UF TWENTY SECuNDARY SCHuUL PRINCIPALS
Responsibility
1.

2.

>·

4.
5.
6.
?.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
1).

14.
15.
16.

17.
lS.

Major Problem
Response

Minor Problem
Response

No
Response

s

11
l

l
l

Attendance
Discipline
Counseling
Athletics
Musical Groups
Yearbook
School Paper
School Assemblies
Special Entertainment
Clubs and Organize.tiona
Student Government
Field 'l'ri ps,
:Picnics, etc.
Church Related
Activities
Visiting and Recruiting Students
Student Transfers
Registration
S!CJN Pupils
Transportation

18
16
1
0

1

2

15

3
12
14
17
13
2

1
7
6
2

5

3

8

9

3

3
5

13
9

4
6

7

9

4

9

2

9

15

3

2

12
8

7
7

3
10
9

7

5

2

4
6
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,Pl'ogram along with discipline as a major problem.

Since most

of the assembly programs are of a re 11gious worship type,
one would expect the prinoipal to lead out in this activity
with students and faculty assisting.
Under minor responsibilities are round most of the
student activities and their supervision is no doubt in the
hands or teachers or student leaders.
The responsibility for such activities as attendance,
student transfer, registration, and transportation are
usually shared by principal and business office.

These arid

other aoti "Vi ties listed in the middle column are ones with
which the administrator felt partially responsible or else
only occasionally responsible.
TABU li:X:

A SUMMARY OF PUPIL PERSONNEL PROBlEMS
OF TWENTY BEOuNDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

Me,jor Problems
Disoipline
counseling
. ___ _Assemblies
Recrai ting
Students

Average Problems

Minor Problems

Attendance
Athletics
Student Transfer
Musical Groups
_____ Entertainment_______Ye_ar.b.o.ok
Field Trips
School Paper
Church Related
Clubs and
Activities
Organizations
Reg1 strati on
Student
SldN Pupils
Government
Transportation

Problems ,gA Improving Instruction
Part III is a continuation of the rating chart listing

ten responsibi l1ties dealing w1 th the improvement of
instruction.

The summary or these data is tlrst presented

in tabular form in Table XX and then further summarized in
Table .m: as to major or minor responsibilities.
The per cent age response is high in the areas of
curriculum planning, class scheduling, improving scholarship, providing instructional space, assigning teacher load,
supervision, and faculty meetings.

In fact, an almost

unanimous response indicates that the improvement of instruction is a major responsibility of the group with eight of
the ten items chosen as meJor responsibilities.

TABU£ XX

PROBLEMS OF IMPRv'VING INSTRUOTII.IN
UF TWENTY SECONDARY SCHvUL PRINCIPALS

Responsibility
Textbook Selection
Curriculum Planning
Scheduling Classes
Improving Scholarship
Providing Materials
Provid.ing Space
Teaching Load
Supervision
Inservice Training
Faculty Meetings

Major
Problem
Response

Minor
Problem
Response

5

l)
0
0

19

19

14
10

16
18
15

12

15

No
Response
2

l.

1
1

5

2
4

8

0
l
0
l
0

l

'7

2

TABLE XXI

A SUMMARY O'F !NSTRUCTI ON IMPRI.IVEMENT PRvBLEMS
vF TWENTY SECuNDARY SCHuvL PRINCIPALS
Ma.ior Problems
Curriculum Planning
Scheduling Classes
Improving Scholarship
Providing Space
Teaching Load
SuPervision
----- -Inservi ce- Traf.ri.fng
Faculty Meetings

----

c

Average Problems

Minor Problems

Providing Materials

Textbook
Selection

Problems £!School Relationships
Part IV is also a continuation of the rating sheet
begun in part II and presents four responsibilities dealing
with problems of school relationships.

These data are

tabulated in Table XXII and further summarized in Table

mn.
TABLE XXII
PROBLBlVIS OF SCHuuL HELATI i.JNSHIPS
OF TWENTY SECuNDARY SCHuuL PRINCIPALS

Responsibi litr
School Publicity
Public Relations
Accreditation
College Entrance

Major
Problem
Response

Minor
Problem
Rssponse

No
Response

17
17
18

l
l

.2

ll

2

0

2

4

5

TABLE XXIII
A SUMMARY 01!' SCHOOL RELATIUNSHIPS PRUBLEMS

OF TWENTY SECVNDARY BCHui.JL PRINCIPALS

Jllla..1or Problems

Average Problems

School Publicity
College Entrance
Public Relations
__________ ___A._(ll!l'e~itatio.[! ________________
It is readily seen that school relationships are a
major responsibility of administration.

Only one item, that

of college entrance requirements, has a percentage low
enough to be considered average, due probably to a sharing

ot this responsibility with the registrar.
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Per so na.l Observ at 1 o.gs
Part V oo nsi s ts of tv.o que sti ons involving personal
observations and recommendations.

Eaoh correspondent was

asked to list various phases of his work \\dlich he considered
unnecessary as a principal.

He was also asked what he Vlt>Uld

wish to do to improve his work if given the time and opportunity.

These responses are itemized in Table XXIV.
TABLE XXIV

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS

BY TWENTY SECONDARY SOHuuL PRINCIPALS
CuNOERNING THEIR WuRK

1,

What seems unnecessary in your work?
Too much detail work
Financial worries
Classroom discipline
Plant repair and maintenance
Solicitation c£ students
:l!'!nding and keeping competent teachers

2,

What would you like to do to improve yourself
or your job?

Better publi o rel at! ons
Travel
More c 0.1 .os eling
_ _V'!l!!Hing_ other sohool.s
Read more
Study and .research
Those items considered unnecessary involve too much
deta! 1 work, fi nano:tal worries, classroom discipline, plant
repair and maintenance, recruiting students, and finding
competent teachers.

Ways in which members ot the group
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would like to improve themselves included better public
relations, travel, more counseling, visiting other soh ools,
a11d more reading, study, and research.

'l'he data will be

used in the 11 nal conclusions and re oommende.ti ons of
Chapter VI •
SWll.lllary
The questionnaire survey data have been presented 84d
analyzed.

The information can be divided into two main

groupings, one concerning the responsibilities and the o.the.r
the qualifications of' Seventh-day Mventist seoondary scho.ol
principals.
Qualifications investigated were personal and professional.

P111rsonal qualifioati ons concerned information as to

religious baokg.mund, marl tal status, age, oh uroh activities,
father's occupation, 'Wi. f'e's vocation, if' any, and natural
abilities.

Professional qualifications investigated were

educational background and experience • administrative traini.llg_ ~;~ __experie_nce_,__1'\!ladi ng_etnd _Wl'iting_habits_, __ and_o_ther:___ _ _ __
activities.
Responsibilities investigated were concerned with
general administrative problems and specific problems
-_

~

encountered in Seventh-day Adventist schools.

General prob·

lems included were organization. pupil personnel, employee

personnel (staff), improving instruotion, and school
relationships.

Speoii'io problans oonoerned spi.rl. tual

leadership and exercises, ahurch related aotivi ties, problems of private f'i nanning, shortage of teachers due to loW
salary levels, teaching, and plant facilities.
Interpretation of these data in Chapter V will be
used as a basis for oonolusions and reoommendatio.ns later.

-""

CHAPTER V
8\JMMA.RY AND INTERPRETAT! ON OF DATA

This survey would be incomplete without an attempt to
draw together the statements of various authorities and the
data into an over-all summary which will not only answer the
problem but will result in usetul conclusions and recommendations for improvement.

This can be done by detecting

areas of strength or weakness through comparison of the
tabulated data in Chapter IV with those requirements and
standards presented in Chapters II and III.
What are the major responsibilities of Seventh-day
Adventist secondary school pr.tncipals, and what qualifications do they need to Det these responsibilities'?

This

study is an endeavor to answer the question by presenting
the requirements as determined by leading educators.
Responsibilities including such factors as planning, organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating, reporting, and
------ -budgeting-are- oommoll.-to -eduo-atfonaradministration in
general.

According to the literature surveyed, the school

principal must be an individual who can cope successfully
with problems of school organization, pupil personnel,
employee personnel. improvement and supervision or instruction. and sohool relationships.
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In addition there are at least two maJor 1'111lotions of
the Seventh-day Adventist school principal that are not
encountered in public sah ool administration.

First of all,

he must be the spiritual leader of the school and promote a
vigorous religious program.

He must be familiar with and

sincerely believe in the doctrines and standards ot the
church, and he must be ready and able to uphold these stan•
daras even tllougn-tili:ey may t5en1:gher tna:n-tll!l:t generairy
accepted by the constituency.

This is a major responsibil•

ity since one of the main objectives ot the school is
character development based on the establishment ot moral
prinaiples in line with Christian teachings.
Second, the Christian school is privately financed,
since public funds are not available to them.

This .means

that the financial support and operation of the school is
either directly or indirectly placed upon the shoulders ot
the administrator.

Of course, the board or control is

obligated to provide adequate financial support tor the
school in all essential phases of its work, but these rlllldS
are provided by means or tuition charges and by subscription
subsidies on the church bodies.

The administrator must pre-

pare and control the budget and is expected to keep the
~-

school financially sound.

Many Seventh-day Adventist

secondary schools or academies are boarding schools with all,

or in some instances a portion, of the students living in
dormitories on the soh ool grounds.

This, of' course, places

an added administrative problem on the principal both in
financial and organizational ways,
Data collected on ·the duties and responsibilities of
the survey group of twenty Seventh-day Adventist principals

are summarized below as to major, average, and minor
problems.
T.rpe of Problem

-

Ma.lor

Average

Minor

1.

Organization

finance
budgeting
facilities
building
teaching

delegati on of
bookkeeping
authority
filing
student records

2.

Personnel

teacher
turnover
discipline
counseling
assemblies
recruiting
students
faculty
meeti.ngs

attendance
student
transfer
entertainment
church
activities
registration
slow pupils
transportation

).

Improving
curriculum providing
textbooks
__ in.struoti O!L-soheduli!lg ____te aohip_g _____ _
improving
materials
scholarship
testing
teaching load
supervision
inservice
training

4,

School
:i!elationships

"'

publicity
college
public
entrance
relations
aooredi tat! on

athletics
school alubs
and organizations
student
government
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This summary revealed a majority of effort and time
being given to teacher supervision and procurement; teaching;
plant improvement, maintenance, and expansion; and faculty
meetings.

The major responsibilities in connection with

pupil personnel seemed to be concerned with problems of
discipline, counseling and guidance, recruiting st11dents,
and school assemblies.

About half the group seemed to han

major responsibilities in attendance, entertainment, registration, transportation, st11dent transfers, and church
related activities.
Practically every item listed under school relationships was considered a major responsibility.
Th$ qualifications of the Seventh-day Adventist school
principal include those recognized by educational authorities as necessary for successful school administration.
'!'hose personal qualities of culture, leadership, resourcefulness and vision, interest in people, high ideals, writin&
and speaking ability, honesty, fairness, patience, optimiSJil,
- - -open-mindednesi, a sound edu.cational philosophy. end good
health are considered essential along with certain profes•
si onal quaHricati ons.

These would include a broad general

educational background 1 a knowledge or current events,
social opinion, and historical perspective; understandi.ng
the philosophical foundations or the school; bei.ng well

grounded in •duoational psychology, tools or research, and
professional teohniqiJflls; and familiarity with techniqU$8 ot
understanding, .motivating, and suiding people.

He should be

competent in at least one subject area and have had teaching
experience.

His p.rotessi onal activities should include pro•

tessi onal conferences, lectures, and workshops; memberShip
in professional associations; readiDg and study habits that
inolu~

V

professional journals. books, papers, and magazines.
In addition to these general qualifications, the

opinions of the twenty principals surveyed indicated that
the Seventh-day Adventist school principal must be an
earnest Christian, loyal to the doctrines and purposes of
the church, and be a graduate of an accredited Seventh-day
Adventist college or equivalent.

He must have spiritual

faith to inspire in students faith, trust, love, and confidence in God,

He must be able to encourage in parents a

willingness to cooperate in financial support without compromise of principles or standards.
The data on the qualifications of the princi,pals in
the survey group are summarized below as personal qualifica•
tions and professional qualifications; various 1 tems are
rated as superior, average, or poor.

Certain information

concerning the working conditions of these principals is
al.so

g!. ven.
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Q,UAU:FICATIONS

Sgperior

Average

Personal

spiritual
leadership
emotional
stability
dedication
to service
healthy
marital
status
health
progressiveness

natural ability
taotfulne ss
pub 11 o speaking
ability
writing ability

2 ..

Professional

graduate
professional
activities
studies
pub 11 c re la...
teaching
experience
tions
administrative
experience
self-improvement

J.

Non-professional
aoti 'Vi ties

travel

financial
training ·

public speak- service club
ing to school activity
groups
and member ....
ship

WORIO:NG CONDITIONS

Su,ee.r1or
starr relationships
classroom teaahi .ng
load
stude.nt contact
local prestige
class of student

AV!u,• ase
plant facilities
student t r ansfer
financial support

inaerv1oe training

-

Poor

olerioal help
teacher availa•
bility
financial
support
teacher turnover
opportuni t 1 tor
advaneemen t

7§
An analysis of tnis summary revealed that the survey

group was strong in some areas and weak in others specified
by edooational and religious leaders.

There seemed to be

weaklless in public relations, meeting the public, public
speaking, writing, professional activities, and financial
training.

Working conUtions were superior in areas which

involved staff t student oontact, teaching load, and prestige,
but they were poor in areas v.hich dealt with financial
support, teaoher procurelllent and turnover, clerical help,
and opportunity for advancement.
Teaching experience was reported by most or the principals in the fields especially of Bible, science, mathematios, and history, but there was evidence that training in
these fields was inadequate.
Administrative experience was reported by all twenty
principals; the range is from one to seventeen years, with
an average for the group of about seven years each.

The

picture presented is an administrator with seven to eight
years experience and about the same amount of teaching
experience, with twenty-eight hours ot graduate oredits in
education and an advanced professional degree,
Professio.oal activities reveal that a high percentage

ot the correspondent a have had in service training and at
least halt of

th~

have recently attended a prot'essio.oal
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conference or workshop.

Sixteen of the twenty availed them-

selves of the opportunity for summer school study.

Seventy-

five p;;,r cent of the group read one or more professional
journals, and 100 per cent responded to having recently read
professional books.

Although most of the principals reported

having read professional journals, the number that reported
having read the N.E.A. Journal, School Executive, California
Journal

~

Secondery Eduo athn was below the number that

would be expected of an average group or seoo ndary school
principals.

Also, many reported oocasi onal reading rather

than regular reading.

Another area of weakness was that of

lack or membership and participation in professional organizations,

Twelve of the group reported none at all which

means the. t the major! ty have not been participating in this
important phase of professional growth and association.
Non-professional activities were grouped. under public
speaking, service club membership, and travel,

A majority

of the principals reported public speaking only seldom, or
- · - -

---- -

-----------

----

----

- ----

twice a year at most, which indicates a deficiency in tal.! s
area.

Half of the group claimed no membership in local

service clubs.

This my be understandable When it is

realized that many t1.rms the objectives and activities of
these organizations do not correspond with the religious oonviotions of Seventh-day Adventists.

Sixteen of th.e groUp of
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twenty have traveled extensively in this oountry; tr avel in
Mexioo, Canada, Europe, and Asis was also reportedo
In Chapter VI, oonolusions and recommendations will
be made, based on the summary and interpretations of thiS
ohapter.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
I •

A~ID

RECOtlMENDATIJNS

CV:NC LUSI uNS

Requirements
According to the literature surveyed, the Seventh-day
Adventist secondary school principal must be
1.

An individual vb. o can cope successfully w1. th

problems of school organization, pupil personnel,
staft personnel, improvement and supervision of
instruct! on, and school relationships.

There is

a need for specialized training in curriculum
planning, class scheduling procedures, supervision of instruction, classroom design and oonstructi on, and an up-to-date knowledge of
instructional materials and suppliese

These

duties call for training in publicity and public
relations, and an acquaintance with the work of
the registrar.
2.

Able to prepare and control the budget and keep
the school financially sound.

Since the schools

are privately financed because public funds are
not available to them, the principal must maintain the support and approval of the constituency
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without compromise of principles or standards.
,3.

The spiritual leader of the sehool and therefol'e
possess a combination of natural abilities and
personality traits that tuse together executive
ability and applied Christianity.

A low salary

level, compared to the public school equivalent,
places dedication to an ideal above personal
reward, and service above personal success.
Q.ualifi oati onl!_
The survey of twenty Seventh-day Adventist secondary
school prinei pals shows that they possess the following
qualifications to meet these requirements:
l.

Superior spiritual leadership and participation
in ohuroh activities.

2.

Natural qualities such as professional leadership,

e~cutive

ability, tactfulness, making

friends, getting along with young people,
... _____ ... Progref;lsiveness ,_emotion~al_~tabilit1'.,_M.d_health._
,3.

A desire for professional competence and
improvement,

4.

Adequate training in the fields of education,

~'

curriculum, guidance, and principles of
administration.
5.

A record of past successful administrative

so
experience.

6.

Part! cipation in professional activities such as
inservice training, attendance at conferences and
workshops, and studies itl correspondence schools,
and summer sessions.

7.

Teaching experience and maintaining student
contact.

8.

Cultural development through travel and reading.

Deficiencies
The survey also reveals the following items as
deficiencies in the qualifications of the group which will
be used as a basis for recommendations.
1.

Public speaking training and experience.

2.

Writing ability.

3.

Preparation in teaching fields, particularly
Bible, science, mathematics, and history.

4.

Membership in professional organizations.

_______ 5_, __ Heading_ of pro fession<ll- journals and-other--------11 terature.
6.

MembershiP in service clubs and participation in
community affairs.

7,

Preparation in meeting community needs, professional relationships, and public relations.

8.

Preparation in areas of legal, financial, and
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statist! cal aspects of educa.ti on.

9.
10.

A knowledge of comparative education.
Counseling and guidmce procedures.
II.

RECOMM!i:NDATIONS

T'he value of a study of this type must be measured
by the validity of the problem and the need for its
solution, by the reliability of data both in method of
collection and in content, by the conclusions which can be
drawn from the evidence, and t1nally by a set of recommendations which can be used as a springboard for improvement of
conditions and a basis for further research.

The following

recommendations are suggested with the hope that they might
be used by Seventh-day Adventists for the improvement in the
education and training of aOm.inistrative personnel in the:l.r
schools and in the conHtions under which theY are to labor.
It is recommended for secondary school principals in
· Seventh-day Adventist schools
------- -- ------

1.

---

That high standards of training and experience
for principals be maintained.

2,

That standards for morality and character be eontinued on a high level.

).

That opportunities for inservioe training and
self-improvement be given and participation
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encotuaged, stressing such fields as ourri oulwn
organization, guidance and counseling, health
eduoati on, public relations.

4.,

That prospeotiv e ad:nin:lstrators be given special
training in publi o speaking and in writing.

5.

That all secondary school administrators be
encouraged to take part in pro.t'essional aotivi ties
such as service nrganizations, professional
societies, and reading of professional journals
and books.

This could be encouraged by subsidiz-

ing such expenses similarly to the plan followed
for ministers.
6.

That training in financial administration have
greater emphasis in the preparation of principals
for their work.

7.

Tha. t incentl ves of financial or professional
advancement be provided to encourage qualified
young men in educational administration as a
--------

oaree r.
8.

That adequate clerical assistance be provided to
relieve the principal of routine, non-administrative work.

9.

That the time required for student discipline be
reduced through an organ!. zed system of counseling,
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guidance, and parent and teacher cooperation.
10.

That maintenance and repair services be provided
with a minimum of administrative supervision.

11.

That recognition be made that the financial
status of most

Seventh~day

Adventist secondary

schools is a serious problem with the majority of
principals.

Due to already high tuition charges

and the rising cost of salaries, maintenance and
supplies, a serious reappraisal by educ at1 onal
leaders is .oeeded to investigate new financial
resources.
12.

That prospective teachers be more carefully interviewed and screened to reduce the large turnover
problem..

13.

That a teacher shortage and procurement problem
be alleviated by a program of career promotion,
subsidized training; and raising of the wage
scale.

14·

That enrollment of pupils continue to be selective in order to maintain high moral standards.

Recommended Research
The scope of tbis survey has been a broad one, too

broad to offer a detailed study
administration.

~

any one phases of school

Therefore the following recollllllendations are
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presented as a guide to more concentrated treatment.
1.

A survey of Seventh-day Adventist colleges be
made leading to the development of a program of
subsidized teacher education.

2.

A study be undertaken ot the tinanoial. statll.S of
Seventh-day Advent! st secondary schools to
investigate ways of improving raoilities and
salaries without raising tuition rates,

:;.

A survey of Seventh-day Adventist seoo.ndary
schools is desirable to determine the effectiveness of indoctrination of standards and ideals
as reflected in the subsequent lite of students.
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PACIFIC UNION CONFERENCE
of Seventh-day Adventists
1545 North Verdugo Road
Post Office Box 146
Glendale, Cali :tb rni a
May 24, 1956
ACADEMY PRINCIPALS
Dear Principals:
You are receiving herewith a letter and quest! onnaire
from John W. McConnell, soie.oc e and math teacher at Modesto
Academy as a part of his graduate project. He has arranged
with llll to do this survey project in connection w.l. th our
endeavor for inservice training of administrative and supervisory personnel as well as of classroom teachers, The
recent Kansas City Council r,r Ed.oo atione.l Secretaries,
Superintendents and Supervisors and Training Directors.
stepped up the teacher certification standards and Elder
Rasmussen indicated that at the Principals' Council in the
summer of 1957 a similar stand would be taken and the
certification would be synchronized in t1 tle and requirement somewhat with the elementary and intermediate standards adopted recently.
Lee Taylor, who is Joining the education staff at
Pacific Union College is working on his doctoral degree at
Columbia University and I have Just received a letter from
him stating that he would like to work on a project on inservice growth and training for administrative and supervisory personnel while he is at Pacific Union College, in
connection with the completion of his doctoral thesis. The
whole Picture of increase of orofessio.natstandards_leads_me;_ _ __
------ to believe that B.rother McConnell's project is worthWhile
us as administrators and supervisory personnel. So your
cooperation in this part! cular project and also the one Lee
Taylor will be carrying on, all ould he ask any help from you,
will be appreciated because it serves a common purpose of
strengthening our educatio.nal work. Thank you for your
cooperation.

to

Sincerely yours,
/s/

ACN: lb

A.

c.

Nelson

A. c. Nelson, Secretary
Department of Education
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MODESTO UNIUN ACADE!KY
Rollte 7, Box 147 3
Modesto, California
May 29, 1956

Dear Friend:
You will find enclosed a rather lengthy q_uestionnaire
regarding your work and your background or education and
experience. '!'hiS survey is sponsored jointly by the Departme~t or Education of the College of the Pacific, Stockton,
and the Depar1ment of Education of the Pacific Union
Conferenee of Seventh-day Adventists.
Its immediate purpose is to determine directly from
our acadEmy administrators a job analysis of their responsibilities and duties, and to establish what personal, educational, and e~riential qualifications our successful
administrators possess. The ultimate objective of course
is t ..be improvan.ent of administration in our academies by
determining needs and co aU ti ons, by inservice training of
present personnel, an.d by improving the training of new
personnel.
TJ:Ja plan is to complete the survey and its SWll.lllary by
the end of June, so we are aSking that all questionD.S.ires be
filled out and returned by JWle 15. It is hoped that all
secondary principals in the Pacific area will cooperate. If'
you vlish to receive a SWll.lllary of the report, please indicate
this on the questionnaire. A stamped self-addressed
envelope is enclosed tor your convenience. Thank yo11.

Sincerely,

JWM/mm
Eno,

John W. McConnell

--
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ADMINISTRATORS Rli:SI?ONDING
TO Q.UESTI wNNAIRE
SCHvi.!L

NAME

LOCATIUN

Bieber, D, J,

Monterey Bay Academy

Watsonville, Calif,

Dart, W, B.

Lynwood Academy

Lynwood, Calif.

Denman, M. J.

San Diego Union Academy

San Diego, Calif.

Digneo, E. J.

HawaHan Mission Academy Honolulu, T. H.

Fischer, F. D.

Golden Gate Academy

Oakland, Calif.

Grover, K. E.

Portland Union Academy

Portland, Ore.

Mountain View Academy

Mountain View, Calif.

Gem State Academy

Caldwell, Ida.

P.u.c. Preparatory

Angwin, Calif,

Olson, A. J.

Modesto Union Academy

Modesto, Calif.

Parker, N, L.

Glendale Union Academy

Glendale, Calif.

Lodi Academy

Lodi, Calif,

Russell, L. E,

Milo Academy

Milo, Ore.

Schwartz, H. D.

Walla Walla Academy

Spangle, Wash.

Mt, Ellis Academy

Bozeman, Montana

Koenig,

v.

H.

Kurtz, B. M.

c.

Miklos, J.

Roth, L.

w.

Smith, M. E,
-------------------------

--- --------------------- -

Stone, R,

o.

--- -- ---- -- ----- - -----------

---------

Thunderbird Academy

Scottsdale, Ariz.

Weaver, W. T.

San Pasqual Academy

Escondido, Calif.

Will, W. T.

Fresno Union Academy

Fresno, Calif.

Williams, M. M.

LaSierra Academy

Arlington, Calif.

Witzel, C. L.

Aub ur .n Academy

Auburn, Wash.
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A SURVEY rF THE QUALIFICATIONS AND RESPUNSIBILITIES
uF SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST SECvNDARY SCHvvL ADMINISTRATvRS

-- A Detailed Questionnaire -Name of Admi.o.istrator_____________________________________
Name of School.___________________________________________
Address of School._________________________________________
Seotion_l - (lualificationa
I.

Personal and Family

1.

Age:

2.

Birth:

).

Marital status:

Baokg~und

20-29 ___ , 30-39___ , 40•49___ , 50-59___ , over___
,,,
U .~._. Europea.o.___ , other____.

married_, single_, divorced or

widowed___ , separated___ , remarried___

II,

4•

Number of children:

5.

Age of each:

6.
7.

Field of wife's vocational training, if any: ________
Father's occupation: _______________________________

girls_, boys_

_, _, _, _,-

Natural Abilities - Self Analysis
Outstanding Superior Acceptable Interior

------

--

-

1. Leadership
- ---- ability-------------------------2.

Tactfulness

J,

Ability to
make friends

4.

Public speaking ability

5.

Writing ability

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Outstanding Superior Aooeptable Inferior

6.

Ability of gating along with
young people
Ability to be
progressive

8.

III,

Emoti one.l
stability

-

Religious Baokgro und

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9.

General health

1.

Parents' religious affiliation:

2.

mother - - - - - Have you always been a Seventh-day Adventist?

father ----------------

It

not, your previous affiliation:

J.

The date of your baptism (year):

4.

Are you an ordained minister?

5.

If so, how long?

6.

What churoh offioes have you held?
Position

Yes

, No_

_ _ years

Loeati on ( oh ur oh)
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·.IV,

Education and Experience
1.

What was your undergraduate major'?_________
minor?_________________

2.

What baccalaureate degree do you hold?_______

.).

What subjects have you taught'?
Subject

4,

Grade
If certified,
Level No. of Years please check:

Do you have a public school secondary certificate?
Yes_, No_

5.

What administrative credentials do you have?_ _ __

6.

What graduate degrees do you have? - - -

7.

If no degree, how many graduate units do you have?
Graduate major_________________ , minor__________

-

----------8 •---WhA t .. year. -Or- ye ars-did--you-last-take-graduate-stud!-es-?c---

9·

Your total undergraduate semester hours credit in
education courses ______

10.

Please indicate approximate extent of graduate study
in the following:

94
semester h01us

philosophy of education
nature and needs of youth

-

curriculum and methods
community life and needs
guidance and counseling
professional relationships
historical development ot
eduoati on
oompara ti ve e duoati on
principles of administration

-

legal and financial aspects
public relations
supervision
methcds of research
statistics
tests and measurements
other

-

11. Give chronology of past administrative positions.
Position

V.

From ____ 'I'o

Professional Aoti vi ties
1.

Summer school attenda!lee:

_sessions
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2.

Extension colll'ses:

3.

Correspondence Courses:

4.

List professional conferences or lectures
attended last year:

6.

Please check if you are a member of either of the
following organizations or subscribe to their
bulletins.

5.

List professional work•
shops attended last
year:

National Eduo ational Association
National Assooiati on of Secondary
School Principals

-

-----Cther:--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------~

7.

Check any of the following professional journals
which you read regularly.
_The Clearing House
Others
_Tbe Junior College Journal
The School Review
---Calif. Journal of Secondary Ed.
___The High School Journal
_Eduoational Digest
___The American School Board Journal ---------------
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The Nation's Schools
---Progressive Education
---The Journal of Educational Research
-Educational Leadership
---Personnel and Guidance Journal
---School Activities
-School Executive
---N.E.A. Jour.nal

- ·.
8.

Check the following current publications you read
regularly.

_ a high-grade daily newspaper
___u. s. News and World Report
Newsweek
_Nation
Coronet
-Harper's
-Time
---Reader's Digest
- Atlantic

9.

Others

-Check books with Which you have a reading
aoquaintanoee
Edmonson, Roemer, and Bacon,
---the Modern Secondary School.
French, Hull; and Dodds,
---Administration.

Ih!.

AdministrationT·of

American~

Schgol

_Jacobson, Reavis, Logsden, Duties Q! School
Principals.
___Reavis , Woellner, Office Practices !g Secondarl
Schools.
_Grieder» Rosenstengel, Public School Adm1n1st;oation.
_Hagman, The Administration 2f. Aroorioan Public
Sogools.
_Moehlmann, Schoo 1 Administration.
_Reeder, Fundamentals of School Administration.
Others:
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10.

How often

d~

you speak to community groups or clubs

in a week?____ , in a month?____ , in six months?____ ,
seldom?_
11 .

To what community or service organi. zations have you
belonged?
Organization

~ ( Year)

Office(if any )

12 .

How extensively have you travelled?

13 .

Foreign·-------------------------------------------Suggest areas of your responsibilities for which you

u.s. ____________________________________________

feel inadequately prepared.

Secti on 2 - Administrative Duties
I.

Problems of Organ.i zation
1.

Do you have an assistant principal?

2.

Do you have department he ads?

3·

Do you teach any classes?
If so, what?

49

Yes_, No_

Yes_, No_

Yes ___ , No___

----------------- Enrollment --~-

----------------- Enrollment _____
Do you personally supervise your teaching staff?
Yes_, No_
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How many hours would you estimate per week? _

5. How large is you.r clerical staf'f' aside f'rom teachers?
6.

How many teachers does your Boh<'lol employ? _ __

7.

What 'I'W)uld you say is the average teacher replacement
per year?

8.

What is the typ!oal teacher load?

9.

How often do you have faculty meetings?

10.

_

classes

Do you have inservice training tor teachers?

Yes_

No_

11.

Do you use a marking period of' 6 weeks_ or 9 weeks
_ ? Other _ _ _ _ __

12.

Do you carry on a systematic testing program (I,Q.. •
achievement, etc.}?

13.

Yes___ , No___

What is the approximate age of the school plant?
_ _ _ years
Is your instructional space adequate?

Yes___ , No___

Is your non-instructional space adequate?
--------

----------------------------

No_

-

-

Yes

,

--------------------

16.

Have there been any recent additions or remodeling?

17.

Yes_, No_ If' so, when? - - - - - - - - - - - Is there a building program planned? Yes_, No_

18.

Is your school a day_, boarding_, or oombinat!on
type?_
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19.

Is yoQr

se~ool

assoeiati on?

20.

aeeredi ted by a recognized
Yes_, No_

Does your school have a transportation problem?
Yes_, No_

II.

Problems ot Pupil Personnel - Please cheek the column
whioh best tits your work.

1.
2,
).

4.

5,
6.
7.
8.
9-•
III.

Major
Minor
Responsibility ResponsibilitY

Attendance
Discipline
Counseling and guidance
Student activities
athletics
musical groups
yearbook
school newspaper
school assemblies
special entertainment
clubs and organizations
student gover.oment
field trips, pionies,
outings
church related
activities
Visiting and recruiting
students
Student transfer
Registration
Slow pupil problem
--Transportation---------------------..,.---------

Problems in Improving Instruction
l. Textbrook selection
2. curriculum planning
3. Scheduling classes
4. Improving scholarship
5. Providing instruction
materials:
visual education
shop equipment
laboratory equipment
teaching tools
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Major
Minor
Responsibility Responsibility

6.
7,

8.

9.

10.
IV.

V.

Prnviding adequate space
Assigning teaching loads
Supervision
Inservice training
Faculty meetings

Problems of SchC'!Cll Rel,ati onships
1. School publicity
2. Public relati Clns
J. Acoredi tati Cln
4. College en trance
requirements
Personal 0bservati ons
1.

What seems unnecessary in your mrk?

2.

What WClUld you like to do if given the time and
opportunity?

-----------------

J,

If you wish a summary of this report, please check
here.

